Alternative splicing is one of the most important mechanisms to generate a large number of mRNA and protein isoforms from a small number of genes. Its study became one of the hot topics in computational genome analysis. The repository EASED (Extended Alternatively Spliced EST Database, http://eased.bioinf.mdc-berlin.de/) stores a large collection of splice variants predicted from comparing the human genome against EST databases. It enables finding new unpublished splice forms that could be interesting candidate genes for stage specific, diseases specific or tissue specific splicing. The main idea behind selecting specific splice forms is to compare the number and the origin of ESTs confirming one isoform with the number and the origin of ESTs confirming the opposite isoform. A measure asDcs is introduced to take into account the unequal distribution of ESTs per splice site on one hand, and the possible uncertainties due to the relatively low quality of EST data on the other hand. First, the number of ESTs per splice site is scaled with a modified Hill function. The measure asDcs computes in the second step the distance of each pair of ESTs from equipartition. Equipartition exists if for every number of adult ESTs the same number of embryonic ESTs. The effect of several input parameters for the scaling of true EST values is analysed and can be reproduced on http://cardigan.zbh.uni-hamburg.de/asDcs. Some of the obtained best scoring hits for selected parameters (transcription factor P65, drebrin, and fetuin) have been already described in literature as been involved in embryonic development. This result shows the plausibility of this approach and looks promising for the identification of unplublished embryo specific alternative splice sites in human.
Introduction
Due to the enormous increase of available sequence data, the study of alternatively spliced transcripts became one of the hot topics in computational genome analysis. Alternative Splicing can modulate transcript expression levels either by subjecting mRNAs to the nonsense mediate decay (NMD) or by altering the structure of the gene product by inserting or deleting protein parts. Thereby, alternative splicing is one of the most important mechanisms to generate a large number of mRNA and protein isoforms from a small number of genes. The estimation of frequency of alternatively spliced human transcripts ranges from 35% to 79% [Mironov et al. 1999 databases (amongst others) provide information about splice variants of distinct genes. The majority of these resources predict splice variants on the basis of expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Since EST sequences are often of poor quality, they have to be carefully checked before using them. Nevertheless, by now, ESTs have the largest potential to examine the expression status of a cell and the occurrence of alternative splicing in distinct tissues, developmental stages or diseases. Therefore, the repository EASED (Extended Alternatively Spliced EST Database) [Pospisil et al. 2004 ] stores EST-based predicted splice variants including all available EST information. EASED holds histological, pathological and developmental information from ESTs both for alternative and for the corresponding so called normal (or constitutive) splice form. In contrast to the above mentioned databases, EASED uses flexible queries to select interesting genes according to, e.g. histological, pathological and developmental information. This enables to find new unpublished splice forms that could be interesting candidate genes for stage specific, diseases specific or tissue specific splicing without knowing any database identifier or gene name.
The main idea behind selecting specific splice forms is to compare the number and the origin of ESTs confirming one isoform with the number and the origin of ESTs confirming the opposite isoform. Besides the problem of varying sequence and annotation quality, a further difficulty is often neglected: different histological, developmental or pathological original sources are often over-or underrepresented in the presently available EST libraries. In particular, there exists a clear bias towards cancer ESTs and adult ESTs. For this reason, a measure is required that takes into account the quality problem as well as the bias problem.
Here, we present such a measure and apply it to the selection of human embryo specific isoforms.
Methods

Prediction of alternative splice sites
The algorithm used to identify alternative splice forms takes the currently available genomic sequences (Ensembl [Birney et al. 2004 ] release 19, with 31,609 human transcripts) and aligns these sequences to all available ESTs (dbEST release from February 2005 with 25,707,314 human ESTs) using WU-Blast [Gish 2004 ] and the sim4 program [Florea et al. 1998 ]. The transcripts are beforehand masked by MaskerAid [Bedell et al. 2000] . A matching pair of genomic sequence and EST has to show at least two colinear high scoring pairs. A splice variant may then be identified if we can find aligned ESTs revealing variations (deletion/insertion) that suggest alternative splicing. In the following, the transcript referring to the Ensembl database are indicated as the 'constitutive form' or 'normal form'. In contrast, the EST based predicted isoform is named 'alternative form'. ESTs representing the normal form are indicated 'constitutively spliced ESTs' (csESTs) and ESTs representing the opposite, alternative form are named 'alternatively spliced ESTs' (asESTs).
EASED: database and web interface
The Extended Alternatively Spliced EST Database (EASED) [Pospisil et al. 2004 ] project is establishing a comprehensive database of alternatively spliced human mRNAs. Moreover, EASED includes useful biological information and provides the possibility to search for biologically relevant data and for candidate genes for the origin of diseases. All processed and annotated alternative splice forms are stored in a MySQL database. It allows analysing each splice site separately instead of analysing complete transcripts.
An online version of EASED comprises a selection of possibly interesting MySQL queries and is available at http://eased.bioinf.mdc-berlin.de/.
The new distance measure asDcs
To predict specific splice sites, the corresponding asESTs and csESTs are compared accoring to a predefined classification. Such a classification distinguishes two categories c1 and c2, e.g. (i) 'tumor' and 'normal' or (ii) 'tissue:liver' and 'tissue:all except for liver' or (iii) 'embryo' and 'adult'. Each EST thus has a splice type (as or cs) and is assigned to one of the two classification c1 and c2. Thus, we divide the set of all ESTs into four different sets and define corresponding counts: where EST c1 is the set of all ESTs falling into category c1, and EST c2 is the set of all ESTs falling into category c2 (see also Figure 1 ) Due to the mentioned heterogeneity in the number of ESTs per library, the biased numbers of asESTs and csESTs per splice site and the possible low quality of ESTs have to be considered. Therefore, the distance measure asDcs (Distance from asESTs to csESTs) was developed.
Scaling EST counts via Hill functions
For scaling the EST counts to the range 0 to 1, we introduce constants α,β>0 and the following modified Hill function h defined by
for each k∈Ν.
α is the inflection point and the following holds:
• if k < α, then h(k) < 0.5 is very close to 0.
• if k = α, then h(k) = 0.5.
• if k > α, then h(k) > 0.5 is very close to 1.
The Hill coefficient β influences the slope of h(k). The smaller β, the smoother the transition from 0 to 1.
The distance measure
We consider the scaled EST counts as two points in a coordinate system in (Ρ∩[0,1]) 2 . The xaxes is used for the scaled EST counts falling in category c1 and the y-axes for the scaled EST counts falling in category c2. That is, p as : = (h(ec(as,c1)),h(ec(as,c2))) and p cs : = (h(ec(cs,c1)),h(ec(cs,c2)))
The distance (p,p') of any two pints p=(x,y) and p'=(x',y') in this coordinate system is ( )
We are interested in
The points (x',x') represent the even division of the asESTs respectively csESTs into the categories c1 and c2. Let (x',x') be the point such that δ min (p)=δ(p,(x',x')). Then, |x-x'|=|y-x'| that results in
Considering (2) and (3), δ min (p) can be observed as:
We finally obtain the following distance measure: Hence, the maximal distance for asDcs is 2 .
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As already mentioned, we are interested in specifically alternatively spliced forms, e.g. those splice sites where the majority of alternatively spliced ESTs falls in one category whereas the majority of normally spliced ESTs falls in the second category (inverse ratio of ESTs). The inverse ratio has to be checked before calculating asDcs (see the constraint in (5)).
Results
The An inverse ratio of adult to embryo ESTs for alternatively spliced ESTs compared to the ratio for normally spliced ESTs was found for 17,326 splice sites. The ranking of these potential specifically spliced forms depend on the selected input parameters α and β. To vary these parameters, the site http://cardigan.zbh.uni-hamburg.de/asDcs can be used. Additionally, it is possible to restrict the analysis only to splice sites with a certain minimal splice event length. The resulting list of potentially embryo specific alternatively spliced candidates is sorted by the asDcs-value (5).
The effect of several combinations of α and β for asDcs was further analysed. As espected, the Hill coefficient β defines the strictness of the scaling of the true EST values. Therefore, β influences the asDcs-values and gives the slope of the resulting graph. Figure 2 plots asDcs for a fixed value of α and for β in the range 1 to 10.
Additionally, α influences the ranking of the splice candidates. The slope of the curve for the Hill function can be interpreted as the strictness of the discrimination between EST counts that can be neglected and EST counts that are assumed as maximal. This slope is influenced by the Hill coefficient β, which results in a smoother transition if it becomes smaller. Since the asDcs value also depends on β, this can be observed for the distribution of the values of asDcs, too (cf. Fig. 2 ). 
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